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1. Introduction

Insulin injection has been the main treatment in patients
with Type 1 Diabetes Mellitus and many Type 2 DM
patients. However, despite concerted efforts of patients
and physicians/caregivers, control of blood glucose has
often been difficult to achieve Artificial pancreas (AP) is a
closed-loop system combining a glucose sensor, a control
algorithm, and an insulin infusion device. AP developments
can be traced back 50 years to when the possibility
for external blood glucose regulation was established by
studies in individuals with type 1 diabetes using intravenous
glucose measurement and infusion of insulin and glucose.1

Physicians, scientists, and engineers have worked
enormously in past few decades to develop complex medical
devices for patients with diabetes that emulate the pancreatic
regulation of glucose in otherwise healthy individuals.
Research groups in Canada, Germany, France, Australia,
and Japan in the 1970s and 1980s were able to demonstrate
proof of principle of the feasibility of automated control
of glucose.2,3 Albisser et al. were among the first to
describe an “artificial endocrine pancreas” in a paper
published in 1974.4 They noted that the healthy pancreas
secretes insulin as required to maintain blood glucose
within normal physiologic limits. They referred to an
artificial pancreas as a “computerized control system which
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closely simulates this particular endocrine function of the
pancreas.” The patient’s instantaneous blood glucose was
determined from a custom laboratory instrument measuring
venous glucose concentration that output the data to a
laboratory computer. Algorithms in the computer, using
both the instantaneous glucose and the rate of change, then
calculated the appropriate infusion of insulin and dextrose
needed to maintain the subject’s blood glucose within
the normal range. These systems relied upon intravascular
administration of glucose and insulin or other components
with a high level of complexity and could be used only under
carefully supervised inpatient conditions.5

Recent advances in insulins, insulin pumps, continuous
glucose-monitoring systems, and control algorithms have
resulted in a dramatic acceleration of progress in the
development of artificial pancreas devices ultimately
intended for use in the outpatient setting. In the last 3
years alone, there have been numerous excellent reviews of
progress made in the field of artificial pancreas research.
There are in principle multiple approaches to achieving
an artificial pancreas, including the use of fully implanted
insulin-infusion systems and fully implanted continuous
glucose sensors. The two major system-level approaches
to achieve closed-loop control of blood glucose in diabetic
patients are the unihormonal approach using insulin only
to lower blood glucose and the bihormonal approach using
insulin to lower blood glucose and glucagon to raise blood
glucose. The bihormonal approach may be expanded to
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include the use of pramlintide to delay gastric emptying
and downregulate endogenous hyperglucagonemia, thereby
providing still further improvements in glycemic control.6

Strategies for the design of control algorithms and
supervision control for application to the artificial pancreas

Proportional–integral–derivative (PID) and fuzzy logic
are used for glucose related insulin response. For prevention
of hyperglycemia, the hyperglycemia safety system (HSS)
module is followed, which uses a combination of the SSM
metabolic estimation procedure and an insulin-on-board
calculation that compares the actual insulin on board with
the ideal insulin on board needed to achieve euglycemia.7

Meal safety system (MSS) is used to respond to increases
in glucose owing to consumption of a meal. After an
announced meal (i.e., after the closed-loop algorithms have
been informed by the patient that he or she is eating a meal),
if there is no imminent risk of hypoglycemia, the MSS
component of the closed-loop algorithm increases the basal
rate up to three times the preprogrammed value. Insulin is
attenuated by the action of the MSS module after a meal
when the glucose decreases (e.g., to 110 mg/dL) and the
insulin is attenuated. When the continuous glucose monitor
detects a rise in glucose, the remaining insulin required for
the meal (not yet provided as part of the increased basal
infusion of insulin) is infused as a single bolus.8

The fourth and final module in the UVA modular system
is the hyperglycemia-mitigation system (HMS). The HMS
module predicts the estimated glucose 30–60 min forward in
time, and if the forecast indicates a glucose value above the
hyperglycemia threshold of 180 mg/dL, the HMS uses the
insulin-on-board information from the pump and provides
a correction bolus calculated as 60% of the correction
bolus needed to achieve euglycemia. HMS can repeat such
hyperglycemic correction boluses every hour as needed.9

1.1. Current status in clinical medicine limitations of
current sensors and proposed improvements

Continuous subcutaneous insulin infusion has become an
accepted mode of insulin pump therapy. Improvements in
safety, miniaturization, refined tuning of insulin pumps
allowing for fine adjustments of basal rate, the recently
introduced “patch pumps”, and new insulin analogs, all
lead to improved patient comfort and better glucose control.
The key issue of subcutaneous insulin delivery remains the
delay in action caused by the time needed for subcutaneous
absorption, resulting in late insulin peaks up to 120 min
after the injection of a subcutaneous bolus of regular
insulin. Following are the few challenges that needs to be
addressed.10

1. Most of the commercial subcutaneous CGM devices
measure glucose concentration in the interstitium.
However, during rapidly changing conditions, e.g.,
after a meal or during a hypoglycemic episode,
interstitial glucose and blood glucose can be markedly

different. Thus, CGM devices require calibration using
one or more daily blood glucose samples.

2. Time lag exists because of blood-to-interstitial glucose
transport and the sensor processing time (instrument
delay). Such a time lag could greatly influence the
accuracy of CGM and hence for the purpose of closed-
loop control, mitigation of the time lag was suggested
based on near-term glucose forecast methods

3. Errors from transient loss of sensitivity, and random
noise confound CGM data. Thus, filtering, denoising,
and artifact rejection in CGM data are important for
closed-loop control.

Currently available devices in the US are Abbott Navigator,
Medtronic Enlite, Dexcom SEVEN PLUS and G4 platinum.

2. Conclusion

Development of the artificial pancreas has been intensively
pursued over the past few decades. The ultimate goal of an
AP system is to improve overall diabetes management and
reduce the frequency of life-threatening events associated
with diabetes. The algorithms used by the AP to calculate
insulin dosage have been intensively investigated, either
using data from diabetic patients or computer simulated
patients. Artificial intelligence has become more established
over the past few years and could ultimately provide better
solutions to meet the current limitations of an AP.
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